Women in Open Source

Mary Cochran, Senior Middleware Consultant
Elizabeth Matusov, Middleware Consultant
Diane Mueller, Director, Community Development OpenShift
Christina Lin, Middleware Technical Evangelist
Laura Abbott, Fedora Kernel Engineer
Lucy Kerner, Security Global Technical Evangelist and Strategist
Mary Cochran
@mary.cochran

Diane Mueller
@pythondj

Laura Abbott
@openlabbott

Elizabeth Matusov

Christina Lin
@Christina_wm

Lucy Kerner
@LucyCloudBling

#redhat #rhsummit
Thank you!

Mary Cochran:
mcochran@redhat.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mary-cochran-31201252/

Elizabeth Matusov:
ematusov@redhat.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elizabeth-matusov-445216a0/

Diane Mueller:
@pythondj
dmueller@redhat.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/muellerdiane/

Christina Lin:
clin@redhat.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christina-lin-14a4b655/

Laura Abbott:
labott@redhat.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/laabbott

Lucy Kerner:
lkerner@redhat.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucyhuhkerner
THANK YOU
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twitter.com/RedHat